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SUMMARY
Most big-data analysis systems require users to adopt restricted abstractions to achieve scaling and system
stability. While highly effective at establishing data locality and eliminating interdependencies, this approach
is not easily incorporated into scientific workflows that are often complex and irregular graphs of sequential
programs with multiple dependencies. To address this, we have developed an active storage cluster file
system named Confuga which harnesses the file information already available in the workflow to enable
efficient and controlled distribution of dependencies across active storage nodes. Confuga is built upon the
idea of leveraging a job’s namespace to eliminate unknown transfers and to plan the replication of all job
dependencies. Replication is carried out through two opposing transfer methodologies: centrally managed
push transfers and distributed pulls. We evaluate the effectiveness of the two transfer mechanisms using
workflows that stress the ability of the cluster to replicate dependencies. Ultimately, we show that a balance
of the two approaches achieves optimal file distribution. This is shown in two bioinformatics workflows
where a careful balance of the two mechanisms leads to 48% and 77% improvements over only push or pull.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s big-data analysis systems require users to adopt certain structural constraints for their workflow to achieve scaling and system stability. These constraints are typically expressed in the form
of workflow abstractions. For example, both MapReduce [1] and Spark [2] encourage the user to
perform simple transformations on a monolithic dataset. This approach is highly effective when the
objective is to compute relatively simple functions on colossal amounts of data. The small expense
of writing or porting a small, widely known algorithm (such as k-means clustering) to these new
platforms is well worth the payoff of running at colossal scale.
Unfortunately, these limited programming models are not so easily incorporated into scientific
workflows with data requirements that cannot be efficiently processed by these abstractions. For
example, bioinformatics workflows often depend on a large genome database which must be wholly
present at each computation node. While many users may turn to MapReduce [3], they will find
that the map abstraction is not designed to assist with moving common large data dependencies for
parallel execution [4]. Furthermore, the underlying file system (e.g., HDFS [5]) is designed to only
support parallel computation on chunks of a file. It offers no facilities for whole-file data parallelism.
In the end, scientists are left to puzzle out how to access their dataset in a scalable way without
destabilizing the shared file system supporting their workflow.
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There have been efforts to make suitable data-locality-aware abstractions [6, 7] available to scientific workflows [8], but adoption is limited as abstractions impose certain structural constraints
on the workflow. Instead, the scientific community has adopted a flexible workflow model composed of standard sequential applications chained together by data dependencies and represented as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of jobs. This work is based on the observation that abstractions are
tools to express data dependencies to the compute engine but scientific workflows already express
sufficient structural information for scalable dependency management without the use of abstractions. Because each job includes its list of dependencies, traditional workflow management systems
like DAGMan [9], Makeflow [10], Pegasus [11], or Swift [12] are able to order and parallelize the
execution of jobs and to transport dependencies with jobs. Unfortunately, the underlying compute
platform does not use this information to control data access for scalability (e.g., Condor [13]) nor
does it communicate dependencies to any coupled distributed storage system (e.g., SGE [14] on
Panasas [15] or Condor with Hadoop [16, 17]).
We have developed an active storage cluster file system named Confuga [18] which harnesses
the file dependency information already available in the workflow to allow for the efficient and
controlled distribution of files across active storage nodes. Confuga combines the workflow model
of scientific computing with the storage architecture of distributed cluster file systems. End users
place their datasets in Confuga using standard file manipulation tools and then direct their workflow manager to submit jobs to Confuga. In this way, Confuga acts as a replacement for existing
batch execution systems. The user does not need to redesign their workflow or provide additional
consideration to the management of data dependencies used in their workflow.
Confuga can be seen as an extension of the active storage concept to cluster file systems where
storage nodes execute full POSIX application jobs as defined by the workflow. Originally, active
storage began as smart disks [19] and grew within the HPC community to smart object stores which
can harness unused CPU to perform simple functions on data [20] with the goal of increasing I/O
throughput and reducing data movement [21]. More recently, projects like Hadoop were developed
for clusters built on commodity hardware that are dedicated to performing structured computation
on large datasets. Confuga is a natural evolution of this approach whereby users can execute whole
applications with multiple dependencies and full data locality. The result is the merging of the
batch execution system and the file system, allowing the file system to respond to the changing data
requirements of workflow jobs.
Confuga is built around the idea of leveraging the job namespace to achieve a stable system.
While typical distributed file systems must be designed to support runtime access to any file at any
time, Confuga is able to scope job visibility of the global namespace to the job’s own defined subset.
This idea is fundamental to the design of Confuga. Requiring the declaration of the job namespace
allows Confuga to unobtrusively eliminate dynamic transfers by jobs and plan the replication of all
job dependencies. This management of transfers empowers Confuga to control load on the cluster.
Confuga manages and tracks the transfer load on the cluster using two opposing methodologies:
push and pull transfers. A push transfer is used to direct a storage node to replicate a file to another
storage node. Each push is centrally scheduled and tracked to control file distribution which may
prevent performance killing hot-spots. A pull transfer resembles a more traditional file distribution
technique where the job fetches missing files itself prior to running the application. Confuga uses
pulls to selectively off-load transfer scheduling and management to storage nodes when a controlled
distribution has fewer benefits.
This paper examines the benefits of using push transfers in the cluster to control network and disk
load on storage nodes. Pulls are used as a basis of comparison for existing uncontrolled dependency
distribution techniques used by today’s batch execution platforms. We have also found that there is a
balance to strike between pushes and pulls: the careful use of pull transfers can avoid inefficiencies
introduced by centralized management of transfers. We will show the following:
 Pushes enable full disk and network utilization of storage nodes. Load control of transfers
can allow for an efficient spanning tree distribution that optimally distributes files in parallel.
Using push transfers, Confuga achieves a 77% speedup over unmanaged replication via pulls.
(Section 4.1)
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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 Replicating several large dependencies reduces the mutual interference pulls suffer, but performance is still unpredictable. On the other hand, push transfers still eliminate all load instability
caused by concurrent transfers in a predictable way. (Section 4.2)
 When jobs have several dependencies that must be pulled, it is essential that these transfers
occur in a random order to avoid hot-spots. The effects of hot-spots are usually only visible for
larger files as pull transfers are more likely to interfere. (Section 4.3)
 While push transfers allow for fast distribution of large files through structured and high bandwidth transfers, there is room to tolerate some interference and hot-spots from pull transfers
for small files. Push transfers for smaller files do not give a justifiable improvement to distribution time when there is pressure to transfer other larger files. Instead using pull transfers
introduces small amounts of interference, but individual pull and push transfer bandwidth is
mostly unaffected. (Section 4.4)
We conclude in Section 5 with two representative bioinformatics workflows evaluated using the
push and pull transfer mechanisms. Ultimately, we show that a balance of the two mechanisms
achieves optimal file distribution leading to 48% and 77% improvements over only push or pull.
This paper is an expansion on previously published work. A workshop paper [22] introduced
the design and motivation of Confuga. A conference paper [18] studied the metadata benefits
Confuga brings, its use in bioinformatics workflows, and tuning push transfers. Here, we study
Confuga’s ability to manage transfer load on the cluster and how to address the dilemma of push and
pull transfers.
2. THE PROBLEM SETTING
Confuga targets typical researchers in science and engineering looking to execute a large workflow composed of regular POSIX executables on a large dataset. Normally, these workflows
would be executed on clusters and grids to achieve scalability, but the introduction of large persistent data dependencies requires a more structured system that can support active storage and
scalable replication.
To answer this need, Confuga offers a distributed active storage model for achieving data locality
and parallelism. Users upload their workflow datasets to the Confuga distributed file system using
existing file management utilities. Data processing is performed using existing workflow tools with
Confuga as a drop-in replacement for their existing batch systems. In this way, Confuga combines
the file system and the batch interface into a single system.
Confuga is a cluster file system composed of a head node and multiple storage nodes. The head
node is the entry point to the system by external clients. Both file I/O and job submission are carried out through the head node which is responsible for all manipulation of storage nodes. The
architecture is visualized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Confuga architecture.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2.1. Storage model
Just like GFS [23] and HDFS [5], the Confuga head node manages the cluster namespace and other
file system metadata. Metadata and directory hierarchy operations like stat, mkdir, and unlink
only require changes to the state on the head node.
An open of a file by external clients is also mediated by the head node. The creation of new
files will result in the head node creating a new open replica on an available and randomly selected
storage node. When opening an existing file, the head node looks up storage nodes hosting the
replica, connects to an available storage node, and performs read operations on the client’s behalf.
We have chosen this model of Confuga mediating replica creation and reading to ease development
and to simplify the security domains between clients and storage nodes. In particular, it allows
external clients to browse the file system and load data into or pull data out of the cluster.
Storage nodes are used as dumb storage, unaware of their role within the cluster file system. File
replicas are stored in whole on one or more storage nodes, not as chunks as in GFS/HDFS. Each
replica is managed and tracked by the head node. Replication is performed by transfers created by
the head node. This allows for redundancy and increased data parallelism for jobs. Storage nodes and
the jobs they run do not independently interact with the head node. Instead, the head node dictates
which replicas on a storage node the job may access. This is discussed in depth in Section 3.1.
The head node tracks replicas within a flat namespace on storage nodes. Replicas are named
according to their replica identifier (RepId) that is either a universally unique identifier or the SHA1
hash of the replica content. Hashes are used for basic deduplication of files. In most circumstances,
a SHA1 hash is used for the RepId except when a large output file is created by a job. Because jobs
operate within a sandbox on a local POSIX file system, storage nodes cannot compute the hash of
output files until after the job executable exits. To avoid delaying job completion in order to hash
large output files (currently >16 MB), the storage node will assign a universally unique identifier
instead. The head node learns the RepId of new output files after reaping jobs. Overall, the use of
RepIds allow storage nodes to safely assign a content identifier for new files created by jobs without
head node involvement.
Access to storage within Confuga is protected through three authentication realms: client to head
node, head node to storage nodes, and storage node to storage node‡ . Clients authenticate with the
head node using several interoperable enterprise technologies. The head node is configured at startup
to use a specific authentication credential to access all storage nodes. The head node’s credential
enables complete access to state located on storage nodes. In our campus cluster, we use a long
duration ticket credential [24] that provides the strict subset of access the head node should have
on storage nodes. Storage nodes access other storage nodes using a separate ticket which is setup
and periodically renewed by the head node. The head node protects access to the ticket through
access controls on the storage node file system and allows only jobs executing within the Confuga
context access to the ticket. The ticket provides an even stricter subset of access, following the
principle of least privilege, that only allows reads of replicas and the creation of new replicas in
a separate directory. The latter restriction allows Confuga to check for successful replica creation
(with consideration to myriad failures) before making the replica usable.
The Confuga cluster uses the Chirp [25] distributed file system for storage nodes. Clients also
use the Chirp protocol to interact with the Confuga head node, which is based on previous work
exporting HDFS for use on a campus grid [17]. Users may use a familiar POSIX-style I/O interface
to interact with the file system through convenient command line tools, Parrot [26], FUSE [27], or
the Confuga API. File operations on Confuga largely follow POSIX consistency semantics except
new files are visible only after close, and files may only be written to once (just like HDFS). We have
found these semantics are sufficient for clients to upload, manipulate, and download their datasets in
Confuga. The user is free to organize files in a regular directory hierarchy with per-directory access
controls that enable fine-grained sharing with colleagues.

‡ Each

storage node operates a multi-user remotely accessible file system which, depending on the cluster, may be used
by other clients. For this reason, it is necessary for Confuga to protect its state by establishing secure authentication
mechanisms.

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Confuga execution model.

2.2. The execution model
After users place large datasets on Confuga, they may begin running workflows. As shown in
Figure 2, Confuga presents itself as a single system image [28] which executes multiple jobs that
read from and write to the cluster file system. Each job executes an opaque executable within a
private job namespace (i.e., a sandbox) constructed from a specification of the job’s input and output
files. During execution, jobs cannot see the global file system, only their own sandbox. All
input files are read atomically prior to a job starting. On job completion, the global namespace is
atomically updated with the new output files by the head node.
Jobs are submitted to Confuga using a traditional submit and wait RPC interface with two-phase
commit for reliability. Each job specification is encoded in JSON [30], with attributes like the
executable name, arguments, and environment. Confuga also requires the inclusion of the job namespace which lists the mapping of read-only input files from the global namespace to the sandbox and
of output files from the sandbox to the global namespace. This namespace mapping is static and
cannot be changed during job execution. Jobs may also access system files outside their sandbox on
the storage node including executables (such as the shell), libraries, and so on. Listing 1 shows an
example job specification.

Normally, users do not concern themselves with writing these job specifications. Instead, Confuga
expects to be invoked by a workflow manager, the user agent which submits and manages jobs on
behalf of the user. Confuga does not order job execution by any specified dependency, and this is
the workflow manager’s responsibility. Jobs are tied together through a DAG which orders jobs by
file dependencies: one job’s output file becomes the input of the next. Figure 3 shows one of these
DAG-structured workflows that we have run.
Our collaborators use the makeflow [10] workflow manager that builds on the venerable make
syntax for expressing job dependencies, which creates an implicit job execution order. Given a
makeflow specification file, makeflow creates a DAG of the entire workflow, submits jobs as dependencies become available, and handles certain workflow fault tolerance policies. It is designed to
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. A typical directed acyclic graph-structured workflow. This comes from a bioinformatics workflow
using SHRiMP [29]. Here, files are boxes, circles are tasks, and lines indicate dependencies.

easily switch between execution platforms and currently supports Condor [13, 31], SGE [14], Work
Queue [32], and other systems. To programmatically create large workflows and the workflows used
in our experimental results, we use the Weaver [8] workflow compiler.
Concurrent job execution in Confuga comes from dispatching jobs to multiple storage nodes.
A scheduler on the Confuga head node handles the details of assigning jobs to storage nodes for
execution, replicating necessary dependencies, and global namespace manipulation. The head node
monitors the health of storage nodes via heartbeat messages from storage nodes sent to a catalog
service. Using the catalog, the head node learns of unavailable storage nodes, newly available storage nodes, and other file system statistics. When the scheduler learns of a failure because of a lost
storage node or a failed job, it will reschedule the job if the failure is transient (e.g., a failed transfer)
or pass the failure to the workflow manager if it cannot be handled.
Each job submitted to Confuga goes through several states. First, the scheduler performs namespace remapping which allows the job to be executed on storage nodes. This is a static translation
that is independent of the storage node the job will execute on. Once the new namespace mapping is
constructed, it is scheduled or assigned to an available storage node with preference towards a node
with the most input file bytes (as some files are larger than others). Next, the head node decides
how to replicate missing input files because jobs must execute with all inputs files in their sandbox. Finally, the job is submitted to the storage node for execution. After several periodic waits, the
scheduler will reap the finished job and set the job’s outputs in the global namespace. We expand on
the details of namespace remapping and replication of missing dependencies in Section 3.
In Confuga, data parallelism is achieved in two ways. Firstly, the user constructs their workflow
in a way that jobs use whole dependencies. (This model is often structurally incompatible with
other big data abstractions like MapReduce where data parallelism is established by mapping jobs
to chunks of a monolithic file while expecting each job to largely read only the mapped chunk.)
Because Confuga must work to obtain all data dependencies at the site a job executes, the effort
is only justified if the job actually needs the whole dependencies. Secondly, Confuga adjusts the
replication of data to respond to needs of jobs. When a job dependency is missing from the storage
node that the job is to be executed on, Confuga will plan the replication of the file to that storage
node. This dynamically responds to demand for hot files and allows increased replication to benefit
future jobs relying on that dependency.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3. MANAGING TRANSFERS IN THE CLUSTER
The design of Confuga relies on the inclusion of the job’s namespace. This enables the head node
to make decisions knowing the dependencies for all jobs and avoids many common situations that
cause instability within typical cluster file systems. In particular, unknown dynamic transfers are not
permitted, and jobs have limited visibility of changes to the global namespace. This allows Confuga
to plan transfers for unavailable job dependencies in a way that avoids load instability in the cluster.
In this section, we first describe how the scheduler manipulates the job namespace so jobs may
execute with limited global namespace visibility. Next, we will discuss how the head node uses push
transfers to manage transfer load within the cluster. Finally, we will introduce pull transfers which
allow Confuga to delegate some of the transfer management to storage nodes.
3.1. Namespace remapping
The foundation for the design and optimizations of Confuga is the full description of the job namespace: each scientific workflow includes the full input and output file list for each job. This description
is provided in the form of a namespace mapping of the job’s namespace or sandbox to the workflow namespace. In Confuga, this workflow namespace would be a sub-tree of the global cluster file
system namespace.
Prior to scheduling a job, Confuga performs access control checks for each input and output. These access controls are maintained per-directory. Once access control checks are complete,
Confuga will bind each input file by looking up its replica identifier. Input files that are directories
expand recursively to an equivalent input file list. Replicas in Confuga are complete and immutable,
so this operation effectively causes each job to atomically read its inputs from the global namespace
prior to execution. Binding each input file to a replica is carried out through namespace remapping,
as shown in Figure 4. Each input file in the sandbox of the job is remapped to its corresponding
replica in the flat replica namespace. Similarly, when a job completes, Confuga learns the replica
identifiers for each of the job’s output files and atomically updates the global Confuga file system
namespace. Directories as output files are not permitted.
Besides constructing the sandbox and fetching necessary dependencies, Confuga relies on the
job namespace to perform several optimizations: (a) Lookup and place replica locations for all
input files with the job description which saves future lookups by the job (namespace remapping).
(b) Prohibit access to the global namespace which enforces workflow consistency semantics and
prevents uncontrolled dynamic file access. (c) Batch metadata and access control checks before job
dispatch which improves performance and reduces scope of security checks. These optimizations

Figure 4. Confuga job namespace remapping.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and limitations affect the consistency semantics of the file system at the level of the workflow (jobs
still execute within a POSIX sandbox). We refer to these consistency semantics as read-on-exec
and write-on-exit.
Ultimately, exploiting the job’s namespace mapping allows us to massively reduce metadata and
file lookup load on the Confuga head node, but even more importantly, it allows Confuga to plan
file transfers.
3.2. Push transfers
A push transfer is a head-node initiated replica transfer from a source storage node to a target
storage node. The function of push transfers is to protect the cluster from load instability caused by
uncontrolled transfers among storage nodes. Additionally, the head node may use push transfers to
track transfer progress, limit transfer concurrency, and respond to failures.
Confuga implements push transfers using transfer jobs. These are special jobs executed by storage nodes which execute file system operations within the storage node file system instead of a user
application. The head node benefits from this logical extension of jobs through asynchronous execution, code reusability, and reliable creation, tracking, and reaping of transfers within a distributed
context. A failed transfer job is handled by the scheduler similarly to regular jobs (i.e., not transfer
jobs); the head node will reschedule the transfer if it is a transient failure otherwise pass the fault up
to the job which scheduled the transfer.
Transfer jobs execute the putfile RPC [25] which copies a given source replica to a temporary file on the target storage node. The head node monitors the job’s progress through periodic
job_wait RPCs on the source storage node and stat RPCs of the temporary file on the target
storage node. When the transfer completes, the head node will atomically move the temporary file
to the replica namespace on the target storage node. This prevents an incomplete replica from being
used by other jobs. Authentication for transfer jobs is managed through authentication tickets which
are setup and periodically renewed by the head node. This allows restricted storage node to storage
node authentication and access control. Confuga’s use of tickets was discussed in Section 2.1. The
entire transfer job process is visualized in Figure 5.
The Confuga head node organizes push transfer load management using transfer slots. Each storage node has a set number of transfer slots which are occupied by pushes. An active push transfer
uses a transfer slot at both the sender and the receiver. This mechanism enforces load control by
limiting the number of push transfers a storage node may participate in. If the head node wishes to
use an occupied transfer slot, it must wait for the active transfer to complete. This work limits the
number of transfer slots to one. Previous work [18] explored the benefits of push concurrency by
varying the number of transfer slots.

Figure 5. Push transfers are a series of short blocking operations that create a transfer job on the storage
node. The transfer job executes asynchronously with the head node. Operations are numbered in order.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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A job is not dispatched to a storage node until the head node is finished executing any required
push transfers. However, other storage nodes involved in a push transfer may be executing regular
jobs. So, while the number of concurrent push transfers is limited by the number of transfer slots,
contention for storage node resources may still occur. In particular, some pushes may use up I/O
otherwise used by a regular job.
3.3. Pull transfers
Pull transfers are replica transfers which are executed by the storage node executing the job and
prior to the execution of the job application. Pulls allow the Confuga scheduler to delegate transfer
management to storage nodes. This frees the scheduler to devote resources elsewhere, but pulls may
introduce load instability on storage nodes. For example, several nodes may pull from the same
replica simultaneously, with deteriorated performance. Additionally, as with push transfers, a job
may pull a file from another storage node executing a job.
Pull transfers resemble normal whole-file sequential reads in a typical distributed file system. For
example, a job opens the file, looks up an available replica, reads parts of the replica, and then closes
the file. In Confuga, pull transfers behave similarly but differ in several important ways. First and
foremost, a storage node does not decide which files are pulled. The Confuga scheduler is free to
perform push transfers for some files and leave remaining dependencies to be pulled by the storage
node. Second, jobs do not and cannot initiate a transfer during execution. Pulls are performed prior
to application execution. Third, because the entire namespace is known, the Confuga scheduler is
free to perform replica lookups in batch prior to job dispatch.
Pulls are executed as part of setting up the job sandbox by storage nodes. Because Confuga knows
the replicas on each storage node, it is able to write the job description so that each input binds to
either a replica on the storage node or to one or more replicas on other storage nodes. For each input
file without a local replica, Confuga will include a set of randomly chosen remote replicas specified
as a list URLs [33]. The storage node will attempt to fetch each URL for the file until success. The
result is placed within the job’s sandbox. If a pull ultimately fails to obtain the file from any of the
possible replicas, then the job will abort. This failure is responded to by the head node when the job
is reaped by either creating a new job or passing the failure up to the workflow manager.
4. EVALUATION
Now, we will move on to evaluating Confuga’s use of push and pull transfers in several workflows.
These experiments will explore the benefits gained by controlling cluster load through pushes or

Figure 6. Producer/consumer workflow to stress the Confuga cluster through transfers of several dependencies. Each of the 25 storage nodes produce 1/25 subset of shared dependencies. The scheduler then must
completely distribute these files across the cluster for 25 consumers (one consumer per storage node), which
execute no operation. Workflow A: Shared dep.: 1  32 GB file. Workflow B: Shared dep.: 25  32 GB files.
Workflow C: Shared dep.: 1  64 GB, 2  32 GB, 4  16 GB, 8  8 GB, 16  4 GB, 32  2 GB, 64  1 GB files.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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relaxing control through pulls. To do this, the experiments are structured to stress the head node’s
ability to replicate dependencies across the cluster.
This work does not scrutinize the scheduling of jobs (i.e., assigning jobs to storage nodes for
execution), which achieves certain well-studied goals like fairness. We acknowledge that scheduling
(especially rescheduling) can minimize or eliminate data transfers but that analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper. Our concern in these experiments is how to efficiently manage transfers once
jobs are placed to minimize distribution time and storage node load.
We use a two-stage producer/consumer workflow shown in Figure 6 to evaluate Confuga’s ability
to distribute dependencies across storage nodes for various scheduler configurations. The function
of the producers is to quickly generate the pool of dependencies randomly across all storage nodes.
Each consumer is assigned by the scheduler to one of the available storage nodes, and dependencies
are replicated.
We note here that we do not include a variation on this workflow where consumers also access
files which are unique to their execution (i.e., not shared with other consumers). This variation is
generally uninteresting when analyzing push and pull configurations because unique files are only
replicated at most once, so therefore it is unlikely for this to introduce significant contention or load.
Cluster Hardware: We use a rack of 26 Dell PowerEdge R510 servers running RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.6, Linux kernel 2.6.32. Each server has dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @
2.40GHz, for eight cores total, 32GB DDR3 1333MHz memory, a 1Gb link to a Summit X460
switch delivering 220Gbps aggregate bandwidth. Our tests use one Seagate ST32000644NS 2TB
disk on each server, with advertised 140MB/s sustained I/O bandwidth, 8.5 ms seek time. Confuga’s
storage nodes each use a single disk formatted with the Linux ext4 file system. For evaluation, we
use one node as the head node and the 25 other nodes as storage nodes.

Figure 7. Spanning tree of push transfers. Each push is a transfer job (TJ). One transfer slot per SN (n D 1).
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4.1. Spanning tree distribution
In this section, we will test our hypothesis that using push transfers can help control load on the
cluster and improve file distribution time. Confuga performs load management by limiting concurrent push transfers for a storage node via transfer slots. This load management will result in a tree
distribution of the file. The form of the tree is determined by the transfer load on the cluster. Under
conditions where the file may be continually replicated using new replicas as they become available,
a spanning tree file distribution [25] develops.
This process is visualized in Figure 7. The Confuga scheduler allocates to each storage node a
single transfer slot which limits the storage node to one incoming or outgoing transfer. A transfer
job is dispatched by the scheduler which occupies the transfer slot of the storage node it executes on
and the transfer slot of its target. The use of transfer slots allows the scheduler to control the number
of pushes executing in the cluster and to functionally create a spanning tree distribution for files.
We examine a workflow which requires the distribution of a single large file across all storage
nodes. This is carried out using Workflow A described in Figure 6, where all consumers require a
single shared 32 GB file. We look at the two cases where the file is distributed using push transfers
or pull transfers.
Figure 8 shows the results. For ‘All Push’ in (c), Confuga is visibly able to achieve a spanning tree
distribution of the 32 GB file using push transfers. At the start, node 1 pushes the file to node 3. At

Figure 8. Workflow A: single file spanning tree distribution; (a) Average transfer speed histogram
groups transfer by average transfer rate and show the total bytes transferred for each group;
(b) Cluster Cumulative Transfer visualizes the cumulative bytes transferred across the cluster. The
bisection-bw line indicates the maximum bisection transfer bandwidth of the cluster, without saturating
the cluster switch and limited by the 140 MB/s disk bandwidth; (c) Transfer density visualizes the ongoing
transfers for each storage node for the duration of the workflow. Each row of the y-axis is a storage node
in the cluster. The height of each tic in each row indicates the number of ongoing transfers for the storage
node. The height of a storage node row is set to 10 concurrent transfers, so some tics exceed the height of a
storage node row during heavy activity.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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approximately 00:07, the replication finishes, and nodes 1 and 3 begin pushing to nodes 11 and 20,
and so on. This distribution methodology minimizes storage node load and maximizes individual
transfer bandwidth (‘All Push’ in (a)). On the other hand, using pull transfers cause all of the storage
nodes to naively herd the single source storage node hosting the 32 GB file (‘All Pull’ in (c)) and
thus suffer from low individual transfer bandwidth (‘All Pull’ in (a)).
Conclusion: Executing push transfers allow the scheduler to efficiently distribute large files
while controlling load on the cluster. Storage nodes are able to transfer files using the full disk
and network bandwidth. Ultimately, centralized management of transfers allows for an efficient tree
distribution of files that maximizes transfer parallelism and minimizes contention. In this case, the
file distribution using push transfers benefited from a 77% speedup.
4.2. Concurrent distribution of multiple dependencies
Next, we test that load control from push transfers improves file distribution time even when there
are more opportunities for transfer parallelism. We look at a workload where the cluster must fully
distribute several large file dependencies across the entire cluster. Pull transfers in the previous
workflow suffered because all of the jobs were pulling from the same replica simultaneously, allowing for no transfer parallelism. Here, we look at file distribution in the cluster when jobs pull from
several large dependencies. We expect this to be significantly different from the previous Workflow
A for two reasons: (1) the first push transfer for each of the several dependencies can be performed
concurrently; and (2) the load on individual storage nodes by pull transfers is reduced because not
all storage nodes are attempting to pull the same dependency simultaneously. (That is to say, the
storage nodes are pulling dependencies in a random order. We look at pull ordering in Section 4.3.)
Workflow B expands on Workflow A by increasing to 25  32 GB shared files. This also requires
all of the 32 GB files to be replicated across the entire cluster for each consumer job. Each file is

Figure 9. Workflow B: multiple file concurrent spanning tree distribution.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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replicated 24 times, so the cluster needs to transfer approximately 20 TB of data during the course
of the workflow. Again, we run the workflow with two configurations: all push and all pull transfers.
Figure 9 shows the results for Workflow B. The distribution time for push and pull is virtually the
same. The spanning tree distribution used by push transfers has negligible impact because pulls also
benefit from transfer parallelism via multiple dependencies. The aggregate cluster bandwidth for
both configurations is constant except for a long tail (b). Pulls do marginally worse due to periods
of storage node contention resulting in lower transfer bandwidth (a).
On the other hand, push transfers deliver consistently higher bandwidth compared with pulls by
eliminating contention (a), but this does not lead to a significant improvement in distribution time.
Because of the odd number of consumer jobs (25) and each storage node having a single transfer
slot, only 12 transfer jobs can be scheduled at a time. This limit on push transfers leads to the long
tail at the end of the distribution and several transfer gaps visible in ‘All Push’ in (c). Additionally,
the spanning tree distributions for all of the dependencies do not progress in lock step. Because
of random factors and opportunistic scheduling, some files will finish distribution much earlier in
the workflow.
Conclusion: This workflow shows that random pulling of large dependencies across the cluster can achieve comparable performance with structured push transfers. Even so, the pull transfer
bandwidth suffers in unpredictable ways. This makes it more difficult for the head node to predict
transfer load on storage nodes. Additionally, the hot-spots on the cluster introduce more opportunities for transfer and job failures. Altogether, this makes pull transfers less attractive for distribution
of large files.
4.3. Execution order of pull transfers
We will now examine how the execution order of pull transfers order can lead to unanticipated load,
causing extreme transfer slow downs. This arises from a common situation in workflows where
a group of jobs have one or more shared input file dependencies. These dependencies must be

Figure 10. Workflow B: random versus deterministic pull transfer ordering.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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distributed across the cluster as new replicas to support parallel execution of jobs. An unexpected
problem is that the order of the pull transfers has a significant impact on reducing contention. If
storage nodes perform pull transfers for common input files in the same order – frequently the case
when executing a workflow on the cluster – then the storage node hosting the first dependency will
suffer uncontrolled load.
To evaluate this, we use the same Workflow B used in Section 4.2 but with a deterministic pull
ordering (the order used by the workflow manager specifying the jobs). So each consumer job will
pull its dependencies in the same order. We are only interested in the behavior of the workflow and
cluster for pull transfers. For comparison, we include the results of previous experiment which used
randomly ordered pulls, with axis ranges adjusted if appropriate.
Figure 10 shows the results of the experiment. The transfer density of the cluster in (c) is the
most telling figure of this experiment. It shows each storage node’s transfer activity within the
cluster across the duration of the workflow. For a deterministic pull ordering, some storage nodes
(beginning with node 20) suffer debilitating transfer load because they host the replica first pulled
by other jobs. In contrast, the random ordering has more uniform transfer load across the duration
of the workflow with only a few relatively small hot-spots.
The deterministic ordering has the largest impact at the beginning because the first pulls are
finished incrementally, not together. Once finished pulling the first dependency from node 20, jobs
move on to pulling the next dependency from node 12. As some jobs get ahead of others in progress,
there are fewer instances of extreme load on storage nodes. This is also indicated in the aggregate
cluster bandwidth (derivative of cumulative) in (b) where there is a slower ramp up in the first
5 hours of the workflow.
Conclusion: When jobs have several dependencies that must be pulled, it is essential that these
transfers occur in a random order to avoid hot-spots. Usually, the negative effects of hot-spots are
only visible for larger files as pull transfers are more likely to interfere. We would expect push
transfers to be preferred to avoid this problem entirely, but pull transfers may still be useful for
larger files in certain circumstances.
4.4. Scaling pull threshold
Our next experiment will test whether a balance of push and pull transfers can be achieved, benefiting from load control of pushes and the increased parallelism of pulls. We use the pull threshold
– the maximum file size for pull transfers – to achieve this balance. While push transfers allow
Confuga to prevent debilitating load on storage nodes as shown in previous experiments, they come
with costs. Setting up push transfers require several round-trip communications with the head node
and incur the cost of setting up a transfer job. Push transfers also force a tree distribution when the
effort may not be justified (e.g., for smaller files). On the other hand, pull transfers require minimal head node involvement because the head node includes with the job a list of potential storage
nodes to pull from for each file. In short, pushes control load on the cluster at the cost of increased
overhead and work for the scheduler, while pulls decrease work on the scheduler at the cost of
potential hot-spots.
Workflow C evaluates varying the pull threshold such that the work moved from push transfers to
pull transfers linearly increases as the pull threshold doubles. This workflow defines shared dependencies 64  1 GB, 32  2 GB, ..., 2  32 GB, 1  64 GB. So each job requires 448 GB of data. Each
file is replicated 24 times (25 replicas for 25 jobs), resulting in 10.5 TB transferred over the course
of the workflow. The pull threshold is scaled from 0 (all push transfers) to 64 GB (all pull transfers).
As we double the pull threshold, the amount of data moved by pull transfers increases by a constant
64 GB per job (1.6 TB for all jobs), but the number of push transfers is halved.
Figures 11 and 12 show the results of this experiment. In general, increasing the pull threshold
causes the cluster to be more loaded with concurrent transfers. As more pulls replace pushes, the
time span of managed load arising from push transfers (1 transfer per node) overlaps with the uncontrolled load of pulls (greater than 1 transfer per node). Despite the increased load, using pulls for
the smaller files in the workflow lead to significant distribution time improvements despite reduced
transfer bandwidth.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 11. Workflow C: average transfer speed histogram.
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Figure 12. Workflow C: transfer density (expl: see Figure 8).
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Figure 11 shows that the introduction of pull transfers can reduce the effectiveness of push transfers. As the pull threshold increases, the push transfers begin to have similar performance to pulls.
This is caused by contention for the storage nodes’ network and disk bandwidth. Even so, with a
heavily loaded cluster, the push transfers can have a positive effect on the distribution time. The
controlled distribution of the larger files benefits from the parallelism of the tree distribution as
well as fewer disk buffer cache misses because there is only ever a single transfer reading the
file sequentially.
Additionally, the time taken by the head node to manage smaller transfers may take longer than
the time to pull the files from a single source. For PT=1GB, in Figure 11, the bandwidth for several
individual pull transfers suffers because of contention and inefficient distribution of the files. Even
so, using pulls for the 1 GB files avoid stalls caused by slow pushes and allow parallel distribution
of the smaller files alongside of the pushes. Consequently, the distribution time for PT=1GB gives a
12% improvement over only push transfers.
Figure 12 shows the transfers executing in the cluster, visualizing hot-spots. These graphs also
help show the two transfer modes (push and pull) used to replicate job dependencies. Generally, the
beginning of the pull transfers is indicated by storage nodes having increased concurrent transfer
activity as jobs begin simultaneously pulling the replicas from the same storage node. Note that
jobs do not begin pulls in lockstep. While most jobs begin pulls at roughly the same time, some
jobs may start pulls much earlier once the scheduler has finished push transfers for the dependencies
larger than the pull threshold. This is especially noticeable for PT=32GB because the node hosting
the 64 GB dependency – the only dependency which will be pushed – can start its job without delay.
The first consumer job is immediately scheduled on and dispatched to storage node 20 hosting the
64 GB file. That job then begins by pulling all of its missing dependencies which causes the short
transfer activity visible on the other storage nodes (the small tics from 00:00 to 00:30). After the
second consumer job is scheduled to node 25, a push transfer is scheduled on storage node 20 which
replicates the 64 GB dependency to storage node 25. In effect, this transfer job is replicating the
64 GB file to node 25, while the first consumer job is pulling its dependencies. The first 64 GB push
transfer finishes at 00:30 and the last at 02:21. The last 3 hours of the workflow is occupied by pulls.
As the pull threshold is increased, the head node has fewer files it needs to push. This will cause
the cluster to be underutilized because a few large pushes delay all other transfers. This is indicated in the transfer gaps visible at the beginning of the workflows for PT=8GB, PT=16GB, and
PT=32GB. At these thresholds, there is an increasingly smaller pool of files to push. For PT=8GB,
there are seven files which must be pushed: 4  16, 2  32, and 1  64 GB.
Supporting multiple large concurrent transfers also puts pressure on storage node virtual memory.
The disk buffer cache is unable to support the simultaneous access forcing the kernel to drop pages

Figure 13. Workflow C: PT=32 GB active 32GB pull transfers. This graph shows the groups of pull
transfers that are delayed together by disk seeks, resulting in periodic sharp drops in active transfers.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and perform disk seeks. For our systems with 32GB of RAM, this is especially noticeable when the
pull threshold is increased from PT=16GB to PT=32GB. The distribution time increases by 40%.
During our analysis, we have observed that pull transfers form groups riding the buffer cache as
pages load from disk. This is indicated in Figure 13 which shows the two nodes (18 and 25) hosting
the 32 GB files which are pulled for PT=32GB. There are several groups of pull transfers for both
storage nodes which finish together as the last pages of the 32 GB file are read. For example, storage
node 25 had five pull transfers complete in the span of a second at approximately 05:15.
When there are several transfers with reads satisfied by the kernel’s buffer cache, we would expect
a proportional sharing of network bandwidth. This would allow transfers to progress independently
but slowly. However, when the buffer cache cannot satisfy all of the files being transferred, we
observe significant slowdowns. This suggests the buffer cache should be taken into account by the
head node when planning transfers. Generally, the head node should manage this by using oneat-a-time push transfers which benefit from sequential reads or by limiting the net file sizes of
concurrent transfers.
Conclusion: This workflow shows that while push transfers allow for fast distribution of large
files through structured and high bandwidth transfers, there is room to tolerate some interference
and hot-spots from pull transfers for small files. Push transfers for smaller files do not give a justifiable improvement to distribution time when there is pressure to transfer other larger files. Instead,
using pull transfers introduces small amounts of interference, but individual pull and push transfer
bandwidth is mostly unaffected.
5. CASE STUDY: BIOINFORMATICS
We have evaluated the performance benefits of balanced push and pull transfers in the context
of two bioinformatics workflows: Burrows–Wheeler Aligner alignment (BWA) [34] and iterative
alignments of long reads [35], which we shorten to IALR in this section.
The BWA workflow aligns a number of smaller fragments, or reads, to a reference genome. It is
composed of 826 jobs, beginning with a 274 way split of two query read databases each 3.1 GB in
size. A 265 MB reference database is also shared by all jobs. The biological purpose of this specific
alignment workflow was to uncover differences in sequenced individual mosquitoes such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms relative to reference genomes. Full details are in [36]. The workflow is
visualized in Figure 14.
The IALR workflow is a simulation of a new method that iteratively compares PacBio reads to
improve a target genome using locality sensitive hashing for fast updates. The workflow is composed of 26 jobs and, like BWA, begins by splitting a genome database of 255 MB size into 25
parts. This workflow also has a shared 38 GB database of PacBio reads which is required by all 25
jobs performing comparisons because reads that do not align at the start might at completion once
two reference sequences are joined and/or updated during execution. The workflow is visualized
in Figure 15.
Table I shows the results of running both experiments while varying the pull threshold. The third
column ‘Time’ is the workflow execution time including any transfers. The fourth column ‘Total
Transfer Time’ is the cumulative time in seconds for all transfers (push or pull) not including setup
overhead or latency.
Table I. Bioinformatics workflows.
Experiment
IALR
BWA

Transfer method

Time (hh:mm:ss)

Total transfer time (s)

Pushes

Pulls

01:52:00
01:52:13
03:38:16
03:33:05
00:49:04
01:11:19

8,891.75
8,976.17
163,802.00
364.34
44,713.10
77,975.30

97
24
0
1,946
25
0

0
74
96
0
5,991
6,244

Push All
Auto; P T D 256 MB
Pull All
Push All
Auto; P T D 256 MB
Pull All

BWA, Burrows–Wheeler Aligner alignment.
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Figure 14. BWA Workflow Jobs are circles, and files are boxes. See text for workflow description.

Figure 15. IALR Workflow Jobs are circles, and files are boxes. See text for workflow description.

As expected, the IALR workflow benefits greatly from centrally managed push transfers for the
32 GB dependency. This enabled a spanning tree distribution across all the nodes and eliminates
node instability. The net result is a reduction in the workflow time-to-complete by 48% from all
pulls and an order of magnitude reduction in time spent doing transfers. Because the other transfers
have such a small impact compared with the 32 GB dependency, there is no significant difference
between 256 MB pull threshold and all pushes.
The BWA workflow processes several hundred multi-megabyte files that must be transferred. The
majority of these files are produced from splits of the two 3.1 GB queries by the first job. In this situation, using only push transfers lead to significant slowdowns as push transfers are executed serially
on the storage node which performed the split (due to its single transfer slot). So while the all push
configuration minimized the number of transfers (1964 pushes) and the total time executing transfers
(364.34 s), the serial execution of push transfers and overheads introduced by centralized management severely impacts performance. On the other hand, the use of pulls resulted in a significant
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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improvement in workflow time, despite pulls being less efficient (77,975 s spent doing transfers vs.
364 s). Limited use of push transfers on larger shared inputs results in a performance improvement
of 31% over only pulls and 77% over only pushes. The 256 MB pull threshold allows the efficient
distribution of the 265 MB shared reference genome while freeing up resources up on the storage
node which split the queries.
Conclusion: These two bioinformatics workflows show that a balanced use of push and pull
transfers reduces time to distribute dependencies for real workloads. Indeed, the two workflows
experienced different worst-case behavior depending on the transfer method. However, a hybrid
approach to managing transfers in the cluster achieves as-good or better performance than only
using a single methodology while eliminating common load instability.
6. RELATED WORK
Originally, active storage began as smart disks [19] and grew within the HPC community to smart
object stores which can harness unused CPU to perform simple functions on data [20] with the goal
of increasing I/O throughput and reducing data movement [21]. More recently, projects like Hadoop
were developed for clusters built on commodity hardware that are dedicated to performing structured
computation [1, 2, 37] on large datasets. Confuga is a natural evolution of this approach whereby
users can execute whole applications with multiple dependencies and full data locality but do not
need to modify their workflow to fit fixed computation frameworks like MapReduce [1]. Clients
need only specify the complete list of dependencies for each job and execute jobs conforming to
workflow consistency semantics (i.e., no run-time data dependencies).
Object-based storage devices (OSDs) [38] provide some support for using the processing power
of disks. An OSD provides an abstracted storage container which produces objects tagged with
metadata. A set of operations for manipulating and searching/selecting the objects on the devices is
part of the standard [39]. OSD has become an integral component of numerous file systems including
Lustre [40] and Panasas [15]. Computation on Lustre storage servers has also been supported [41]
to allow client programs to have direct access to data, and in [20] as a user-space solution. Confuga
uses the concepts of direct client access to OSDs in the design of storage nodes, where each job
operates within a defined sandbox with access to each replica. The head node does not need to be
contacted for access to files within this sandbox.
The Cplant [42] project is notable for managing distribution of certain shared dependencies (like
an executable) across many nodes for parallel job launch. This is carried out through a spanning
tree managed by the client’s workflow manager. Confuga’s use of push transfers is an evolution
of this idea but differs in significant ways: the file system is able to place jobs on nodes which
already have many or all of the job’s dependencies which avoids redundant effort; replication is
globally controlled across the cluster with awareness of all running workflows; replication can be to
a subset of nodes/jobs requiring a dependency rather than all nodes; and, Confuga can push multiple
dependencies in parallel without potential long tails caused by slow nodes.
Data diffusion [43] presents a technique for improving data locality by allowing data to be cached
across all compute resources. In this model, all resources act as a cooperative cache [44] (a technique where clients use others’ caches to distribute load). The task dispatch framework used, Falkon,
is aware of the cache state on resources and is capable of scheduling tasks near data. Shark [45]
is another distributed file system which allows clients to cooperatively cache data to improve
scalability.
Workflow managers that operate within grids adopt a limited role for data locality. The usual problem is harnessing execution nodes and delivering data to geographically distinct sites. Pegasus [11]
and GridBLAST [46] addressed this by operating in tandem with Globus [47] to deploy off-site
dependencies to the local staging site or shared file system. Pegasus also schedules jobs at compute
nodes hosting data otherwise schedules randomly. The Stork [48] data scheduler is designed to cooperate with the DAGMan [9] workflow manager to manage data placement. Stork acts as a transfer
job manager between distinct sites on the grid and handles fault-tolerance and reliability of transfers. Job data may be stored on numerous data nodes [31], which are discovered and accessed via
Parrot [26], a user-level virtual file I/O agent. While data placement between sites on the grid
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has been well studied, Confuga manages transfers between active storage nodes within a cluster.
Confuga also does not require the user to include data placement requests within the workflow description. Like Stork, Confuga uses the concept of transfer jobs to achieve reliable and
fault-tolerant transfers between nodes.
Confuga focuses its attention on controlling transfer load once scheduling decisions have already
been made but it uses concepts which appear in distributed and centralized schedulers. Partitioning
storage nodes into map and reduce slots in Hadoop [49] is used to increase utilization of system
resources (memory and network resources especially). This allows multiple map tasks to run concurrently and multiple long-running reduce tasks to accept input as map output is produced. Similarly,
Hawk [50] uses cluster partitioning with dedicated short job servers. In Confuga, we use transfer
slots to express the demand placed on the networking and disk. In previous work [18], we observed
optimal push transfer performance when limiting storage nodes to one transfer slot under large
transfer load.
Hawk also implements a hybrid scheduler design with a centralized scheduler for scheduling
long-running large jobs and distributed schedulers for scheduling short jobs. The centralized scheduler improves performance by knowing the distribution of large jobs across the cluster and the
associated wait time. The centralized scheduler is able to function under load because there are
fewer large job than short jobs. Confuga also uses a hybrid design for transfers: push transfers are
directed by the central scheduler, while pull transfers are initiated in a distributed fashion by the
individual storage nodes.
Abstractions which manage data distribution to compute nodes have been used with some success in scientific workflows. Instead of just placing tasks near its inputs and coordinating the data
transformations, the abstraction also conducts transfers as needed. The All-Pairs [7] abstraction is
notable for using this approach: split a large dataset and compare every pair of splits. All-Pairs will
manage an efficient spanning tree distribution of the dataset to support parallel comparisons. This
approach has been used in biometrics research [51] to perform comparison functions across every
pair of subjects.
Significant efforts have been made to explore namespaces as a solution to harnessing multiple
machines as a single system. This first began with LOCUS [28] which presented a common system
namespace for distributed processes. Plan9 took this a step further by abstracting many resources
normally part of the process and making them part of the namespace of the process [52]. This
allowed Plan9 to abstract several details such as the CPU architecture a binary was compiled for.
Declaratively, expressing the resources needed to the system provide opportunities for optimization.
In the same way, Confuga uses the namespace mapping provided by jobs to optimize and manages
transfers within the cluster.
Early distributed file systems such as NFS [53] and AFS [54] followed POSIX consistency
semantics for client access. AFS is notable for resolving certain performance issues by relaxing
consistency semantics using write-on-close. More recently, the Ceph [55] cluster file system
was designed to address metadata scalability by decoupling file system metadata from the file content or replicas. It does this using a metadata server cluster with dynamic subtree partitioning to
balance load. Ceph also alleviates metadata server load using their CRUSH [56] algorithm which
allows storage nodes to autonomously lookup replicas. Still, cluster file systems continue to suffer
from a metadata bottleneck [57, 58]. Confuga avoids most metadata issues by designing the system for workflow semantics, where file access is known at dispatch and visibility of changes are
only committed on task completion. This allows Confuga to batch many operations (open, close,
stat, and readdir) at task dispatch and completion and opportunistically prohibits dynamic file
system access.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper explored the performance impacts of two data distribution mechanisms, push and pull,
used for replicating data dependencies in scientific workflows. We have shown that controlled distribution through push transfers can eliminate typical load instability caused by large common
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dependencies of workflow jobs. Despite the success of push transfers, delegating transfer management to the storage node through pull transfers still has application. While push transfers allow for
fast distribution of large files through structured and high bandwidth transfers, there is room to tolerate some interference and hot-spots from pull transfers for small files. Push transfers for smaller
files do not give a justifiable improvement to distribution time when there is pressure to transfer
other larger files. Instead, using pull transfers introduce small amounts of interference, but individual
pull and push transfer bandwidth is mostly unaffected. Ultimately, a balance of the two approaches
achieves optimal file distribution. This is exhibited in two bioinformatics workflows where a careful
balance of the two mechanisms leads to 48% and 77% reductions over only push or pull.
The design of Confuga indicates that there is much to be gained by leveraging knowledge of data
needs in scientific workflows. The cluster is able to avoid common load instability arising from
‘hot’ data by replicating files as needed. Confuga shares the perspective of other big data systems
like Hadoop that effective data-locality is achieved by joining the batch system and the file system:
the file system is able to respond to data demands through replication and place jobs according to
data-locality.
Future work might explore how to parallelize the push and pull transfers for a job. Currently, a
job performs pull transfer prior to exec of the job’s executable. It may be advantageous to schedule
a separate transfer job which performs the pulls so that it may execute in parallel with pushes.
Additionally, executing the pull transfers in a separate job allow the new replicas to become visible
earlier and usable for new transfers. We believe this mechanism would work best for smaller files
which can cheaply fly under the radar of larger transfers.
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